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Holly Burguières
Prop-Positions
New York, NY
Holly Burguières was born in New Orleans and credits the early exposure to her great aunt and uncle and their home in the
French quarter with her understanding and love of design. Liela
and General Kemper Williams set up a foundation, their exquisite
former home is now open to the public and is the center piece
of The Historic New Orleans Collection (THNOC) a museum, research center, and publisher dedicated to preserving the history
and culture of New Orleans and the Gulf South.
This kind of exposure gets into one’s sensibilities and how it
translates throughout one’s life is a gift that keeps on giving for
someone who makes their life work design.
As a young designer living in Mexico City, Holly worked with
Helen Hendon and launched Hendon Inc. an export business
working with local artisans to create furniture, textiles and accessories that met the high standards of the top American interior designers. Right from the start she held onto the principles
of design she adheres to today, scale, pallet, livability. By 1994
Holly was leading her own interiors firm that today designs and
manages properties for her discerning clients. “It is a lifestyle
that our clients come to us for and creating each space require a
‘Point of view’”.
Holly elaborated on this idea; “A point of view” is so important
as there are dozens of elements that have to hold together. Most
of the time I work with a subtle pallet on the walls and floors
because I want the art and often the view outside to grab ones’
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attention. A Jackson Hole ski house and a
beach house should both be easy to live in
but each one has to evoke a sense of place
through the architecture, pallet, furnishings
and art.”
In the beach house we are featuring here
Holly took a slightly different approach –
once she opened up the space so that the
garden view is the dominate draw, she layered on a seaside pallet and grounded the
room with an oversized rug of exaggerated
scale. In the daytime the outdoors dominates the space. However, in the evening
when everyone comes inside to gather, this
custom rug is like the giant beach blanket
– everyone is drawn to it and everyone can
fit on it!
Holly was very pleased to collaborate with
CL Curated (CL Curated is a collaborative
group of Surface Designers including Swedish Textile Designers and American Fine
Artists organized by Connie Lee to design
and create site-specific rugs for the Design
and Architecture Community). Holly credits
their art department for this unique rug,
they were attentive to the drawings and the

scale Holly was looking for, and once that was determined there were a number of strike-offs for color and weave approval. Hand knotted wool by artisans
employing techniques that were handed down through generations in their
family owned factories in Nepal under the supervision of Gyurme Dondop
Sherpa. This wool foundation was selected because of the ease of “livability”.
Holly reiterates “Over time I have learned what rug constructions hold up in
different applications. Avoiding costly cleaning and refurbishing is one of the
ways I have built a client base that trust me to work across the country on multiple projects over the years”.
“The relationships that I have built in this business both with my clients and
the vendors who work with us to produce high quality, beautiful and livable
furnishings is the joy. Years ago, I was looking for an almost white wall to wall
and the associate at Stark introduced me to the carpet that is in all the Channel Showrooms, I have used it dozens of times and never been disappointed
with its look or performance!”
I believe her philanthropic and design loving great aunt and uncle would be
pleased to see their niece’s kind manor, confidence and clarity of purpose as she
builds on the continuation of the pathway they exposed her to as a young girl.

By Ann Shriver Sargent with thehometrust.com
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